
In this essay, I wi� explain how we can give our home, the Earth, and
our environment a better future by reusing, reducing, and recycling.

We can reuse things instead of buying them over and over again. For
example, instead of buying plastic straws, We can buy reusable straws that
we can use, wash, and use again. Another example of how we can reuse items
is by using both sides of a piece of paper. Instead of using only one side of a
paper and using another piece, We can use both sides of the paper to reduce
the amount of paper used. This is important because paper is made out of
trees, and the more paper we use, the more trees are cut down. You see,
trees give humans and animals clean air to inhale, food resources, and
shelter for animals. This is why we should reuse items to make a di�erence.

We should reduce the amount of certain materials that we use, which
can be harmful to the Earth. An example is by using glass plates instead of
using plastic plates. This is because after we throw out the plastic plates,
the plastic can go into land��s which then, in turn, can be dumped into
natural environments. Using glass plates can reduce the plastic in the
land��s. A second way you can reduce is by taking your own bottles instead
of using plastic bottles. This can reduce the amount of plastic in our
environment. These two reasons are some of the many reasons why we
should take the opportunity to reduce as much as we can.

Fina�y, we should recycle objects. For example, we can recycle
aluminum cans and aluminum foil. Recycling aluminum can produce a higher
quality in life, creates a healthier planet, and helps sustain the resources we
already have. Another example of how we can recycle used objects is by



recycling cardboard. Recycling cardboards can reduce po�ution and conserve
energy. This is why we should recycle items.

As you can see, reusing, reducing, and recycling objects can help make
a better future for the environment, the earth, and for us too! :)
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